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ENGAGING GOSPEL DOCTRINE (EPISODE 157) 

LESSON 31 

“And So Were the Churches Established in the Faith” 
 

 
Hook 

Paul was one of the greatest missionaries of all time—at least, that is how the 
New Testament makes it seem, though the history proves more complicated. 

Manual Goal To help class members learn from Paul’s teachings about how to 
share the gospel and how to live as Saints. 

EGD Goal To help class members internalize the importance of sincerely motivated service 
that takes into account where others are and what they believe.  

  

 
 

I. Sunday School  
a. Perfect the Saints vs. Proclaim the Gospel: How do we speak differently to those 

familiar with the gospel and those not?  
b. Focuses: What do we learn from Paul? How can we effectively serve, support, 

and love those in our communities? How do we effectively share the gospel? 
(Yes, well worn topics, which is why this is a short episode  )  

c. Review the Reading 
d. Once again, bring up principles of missionary work, how to effectively share what 

we believe and feel to be important with others (Sincere, not a project. 
Authenticity, expressiveness, followed up by actions. What do you do when you 
don’t have desire? Work with where you are and seek to be more. “Fake it till 
you make it” works with yourself, but not necessarily with others)  

e. Living in a community of those who seek to be saints (Makes me think of Elder 
Jensen’s fabulous conference prayer “Please bless us so that we may not only be 
good, but good for something)  

f. Paul and Jews  
g. Paul and Greeks 
h. 1 Cor 9.19-22 (What would others have thought of this?) 
i. How do we apply this in our own lives? How do we balance integrity and 

adaptability? 
j. Conclusion 

II. Scripture Study 
a. Barnabas 
b. Paul’s missionary journeys and chronology (ESV Study Bible: Chronology, 2100; 

First Mission, 2110 [all Asia Minor/Turkey]; Second Mission, p. 2118 [North Asia 
Minor, Macedonia, Greece] ; Third Mission, 2126 [into Greece and Macedonia]) 

c. Note on Paul’s legacy (more later) 
III. Study Notes 

https://www.lds.org/manual/new-testament-gospel-doctrine-teachers-manual/lesson-31-and-so-were-the-churches-established-in-the-faith?lang=eng
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a. The social rewards and costs of exclusivism 
b. Is there a better way? 

 
 
 
Link to Paul’s missionary Journeys 
http://www.apostlepaulthefilm.com/paul/journeys.htm 
http://www.theoi.com/Text/AratusPhaenomena.html 
Elder Jensen, Friendship: https://www.lds.org/general-conference/1999/04/friendship-a-
gospel-principle?lang=eng 
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